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DRAINAGE OF IRRIGATED LAND. 

By L. W. Martin (Kenya Colony, East Africa). 

The rise of salines to the surface after intense irrigation 
over long periods is not a new problem; it was this factor 
which caused the decline and eventual extinction of the an-
cient civilisations of Egypt and Mesopotamia nearly 4000 
years ago, and so turned the world's granaries of those days 
into the deserts of to-day. 

Although irrigation is still practised as of old in the lands 
adjacent to the Nile, the Euphrates, and the Tigris, it is only 
so because these river flats have been formed by the accu-
mulation of silt over many thousands. of years; they are there-
fore compact and will not hold free water in the subsoil; and 
being formed by deposits from fresh water they would not 
contain a very high proportion of salts. It is these features 
which have enabled the lands to retain their fertility through 
thousands of years of irrigation and intense cultivation. 

The remains of stately aqueducts and ruined cities testify 
to the extent of these ancient irrigation schemes which were 
as big and as ambitious as any in operation to-day; and to-
day this same problem is exercising the minds of irrigation 
engineers in Australia, America, South Africa, and India. 

When the writer took over the Tresco Irrigation District 
for the State Rivers and Water Supply Commisison of Victoria, 
Australia, in October, 1922, theposition was that practically 
the whole of the plant life on the low-lying lands had been 
killed out by alkali, the alkali had risen to about the same 
level over the whole district, and was gradually rising higher. 

The country is undulating, and is of the class known as 
Mallee Fringe, being between the Mallee proper and the 
Murray River flats; a similar belt of country runs down the 
river through Nyah, RedCliffs, Mildura, Merbein and into 
South Australia; originally timbered with pine and large 
Mallee scrub, the soil is a rich sandy loam to a depth of one 
to two feet, then a rotten limestone rubble strata varying in 
depth from five to ten feet. 

The channels were originally made large enough to irrigate 
a considerably larger area than is at present included in the 
district, and after each irrigation was finished water remained 
in these channels until it soaked away into the surrounding 
country; this, while it contributed to the waterlogging of the 
land, was not the prime cause. 
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The blocks under cultivation are planted with citrus and 
vines, almost every block is subsoil drained by 3 in. and 4 in. 
agricultural drain pipes, some laid down the slope of the land 
with cross drains at intervals of 5 chains to Io chains, other 
blocks were drained diagonally across the slope of the land. 
Drains are 30 ft. to 4o ft. apart and 3 ft. to 3 ft. 6 in. deep. 

When the main open drain through the district was being 
enlarged and deepened to an average depth of about 8 ft., 
water, heavily charged with salt, could be seen percolating 
out of the limestone strata. 

To investigate why this strata did not act as an efficient 
natural drainage the writer put down a line of bores from 
east to west across the district, and another line of bores 
from north to south; these bores were sunk to depths of 40 
feet to 5o feet, and showed three distinct strata, viz., the 
surface soil from 1 ft. to 2 ft. deep, the limestone strata 
varying from 5 ft. to Io ft. deep, and a fairly tough imper-
vious clay strata for the remainder of the depth, only in very 
few bores was any drift sand struck, and then only after 
passing through 3o feet to 40 feet of the clay strata. 

The limestone strata contained free water in practically 
every bore. This water was heavily charged with salt. The 
strata was fairly dense in the low lands, i.e., contained a high 
percentage of fine materials, while on the- high lands coarse 
material predominated. As the strata is continuous over the 
whole district, it would appear likely that' the folding took 
place after the limestone had been deposited, in which case 
the strata would have been originally all about the same den-
sity. The high proportion of fine materials in the lower land 
may have been due to the water percolating through the 
strata carrying with it fine materials from the high lands, arid 
on reaching the lower and flatter land the velocity of the 
water would decrease, when fine material would be deposited, 
thus choking up the strata and preventing it from acting as 
a natural drainage. 

Boring proved that the bed of the limestone strata did not 
follow the contours of the surface, but was generally deeper 
near the foot of the slopes than out in the flat land, where 
the drains were generally put, and the bed of this strata rose 
and fell in such a way as to form dams .and saucerlike de-
pressions. Now the water collecting in these saucerlike de-
pressions kept coming to the surface, partly on account of 
the pressure head from the water backing un the strata, and 
partly by capillary action on account of surface evaporation, 
and would in turn be evaporated, leaving on the surface the 
salts which it held in solution. 
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Compare this with the conclusions arrived at by Professor 
'Hilgard, of the University of California. Profesor Hilgard's 
experiments went to show that "where the natural drainage 
of the country is defective, and the strata underlying the sur-
face is impervious or the soil not deep, irrigation or rainfall 
causes the subsurface water plane to rise to such an extent 
that the soil becomes saturated, evaporation then takes place 
from the surface, and as the process continues there is left 
on the surface soil the salts contained in the water, thus the 
more water that evaporates from the surface the more alkali 
will be &-posited. It also follows that the sparing use of 
irrigation water can minimise to a great extent the danger of 
rendering the soil unproductive." 

The writer early advocated the sparing use of water in 
the Tresco District, but found that with any system of flood 
or furrow irrigation it is practically impossible to prevent a 
too porous subsoil from absorbing too much water and yet 
give the surface sufficient. 

It is not quite clear just what Professor Hilgard means 
by "the strata underlying the surface is impervious or the 
soil not deep." It is obvious that if the strata is impervious 
very little water would penetrate it, and therefore no salt 
could be brought up, and only the salt in the surface soil 
could do any damage. This could easily be washed out by 
leaching. 

Professor Hilgard goes on to say "irrigation or rainfall 
causes the subsurface water plane to rise." This theory was 
held by many engineers and practical irrigationists with re-
gard to the Tresco District, but these investigations showed 
definitely that the subsurface water plane had no connection 
with the trouble. This water plane was, before the advent 
of irrigation, and still is, 40  ft. to 5o ft. below the surface, 
with 3o ft. to 40 ft. of practically impervious clay intervening. 

The writer is of opinion that the strata immediately un-
derlying the surface is the most important part of the land in 
connection with irrigation, and should be capable of absorb-
ing and retaining a certain amount of moisture, but not cap-
able of holding free water. 

Compare the subsoil of the Rochester and Bamawm Irri-
gation Districts of Victoria (probably the most successful 
irrigation districts' of the State). 

In these districts the strata immediately below the sur-
face is a fairly tough red clay containing a little limestone. 
Tnis strata is 3 ft. to 4 ft. deet and below it is a practically 
impervious clay to a depth of 20 ft. to 3o ft., below this in 
many places there are sand drifts which, long before the ad- 
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vent of irrigation in the district, yielded good supplies of 
fresh water when tapped by wells. 

The red clay will absorb a fair quantity of water and re-
tain it for a considerable period, feeding it back to the roots 
of plants as the surface soil dries out, but it will not hold 
free water as does the limestone strata of the Tresco Dis-
trict. 

The sand drifts at 20 ft. to 3o ft. may help, in the drain-
age of the land, but it seems highly improbable that any 
irrigation water reaches them in view of the depth of practi-
cally impervious clay intervening. 

I he writer has in mind several wells sunk into these drifts, 
which gave good supplies of water through all the severe 
droughts experienced in this district 20 to 30 years ago, and 
although the land within three-quarters of a mile of these 
wells and on the line of the drifts has bees under irrigation 
for over 15 years, there has not been any appreciable rise of 
the water in the wells. This, of course, does not prove that 
irrigation water is not reaching the drifts, but seems good 
evidence against any water reaching them, and is also evi-
dence against irrigation causing the subsurface water plane 
to rise. In the writer's experience a 3 in. irrigation in the 
Rochester District is as effective as a 5 in. or 6 in. irrigation 
in the Tresco District with its limestone subsoil. This seems 
to prove that the too porous subsoil is absorbing more water 
than the plant life can use, and this excess must be got rid 
of by subsoil drainage, otherwise it will rise to the surface 
and be evaporated, leaving on the surface any salts which it 
may hold in solution. Obviously if there is nota high pro- 
portion of salts in the water or the soil very little damage 
will be done. 

The writer knows of only one small area in the Rochester 
District where the land suffered from waterlogging, and this 
he found on investigation to have a subsoil lighter and more 
porous than that of the remainder of the district; no salt was 
brought up, but . an excess of water in the soil checked the 
growth of plant life, and the landowners had to have recourse 
to subsoil drainage. 

To return to the Tresco District. The silting up of the 
limestone strata in the lower land would have the effect of 
holding water in the strata higher up the slope of the land, 
until it came to the surface and was evaporated in the same 
manner, leaving behind the salt, this would account fcr the 
salt gradually creeping up the slopes. 

In some places in this district citrus trees were affected 
on high land, although no salt appeared on the surface. In 
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this connection bores put down and trenches cut down the 
slopes for the purpose of laying pipe drains showed that the 
top of the impervious clay did not conform to the contours 
of the surface, but rose in ridges across the fall of the land, 
sometimes almost to the surface soil. 	The sketch, Fig. 2, 
shows, a section revealed by a 3 ft. 6 in. trench cut down the 
slope, and shows how the ridges formed dams, above each 
ridge free water was held in the limestone strata as shown 
in the sketch. Subsoil drains should, of course, remove this 
free water, but unless the land is drained to the bottom of 
the strata, the free water still remains below the pipes. 

Several holes were put down in a block which was drained 
by agricultural pipes 40 ft. apart (this was the usual prac-
tice), and the position revealed was as shown in Sketch Fig. 
1. 	The subsoil above the pipes and immediately over the 

'drain pipes was satisfactory until the pipes were reached, 
there was then free water below the pipe until the bed of 
the limestone was reached. Between two rows ofpipe drains 
the free water was much higher than at the pipes, as shown 
in Fig. 2, and formed what might be termed an hydraulic 
gradient from the centre towards each pipe drain. 	This 
would no doubt drain out in time, or putting the drains closer 
together would overcome the trouble, but moisture from the 
free water below the pipes will come up to the surface as 
evaporation takes place, and no doubt roots of trees reach 
down below the depth of 3 ft. 6 in. 
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A more detailed investigation was made of an area of 
about io acres by putting down bores on a 4o ft. grid to the 
top of the clay strata; the depths of the top of the clay strata 
were recorded, and surface levels taken at each bore. From 
this data contours were plotted of the surface and the top 
of the clay strata, which is, of course, the bottom of the 
limestone strata. 

The surface has a fairly even slope of about I per cent. 
towards the south-east, and the contours of the top of the 
clay strata show saucerlike depressions, which would hold 
water even though the limestone were sufficiently porous to 
act as an efficient drain if the bed were even. It must be 
remembered that boring on a 4o ft. grid can only give an ap-
proximate idea of the underground strata. It is interesting 
to note, however, that trees in the worst condition were 
situated over depressions in the concealed clay strata (re-
vealed by the contour-boring survey) which could and did 
hold water. 

No salt appeared on the surface, but a comparative analy-
sis was made by taking several leaves from an affected tree 
and a similar number from an apparently healthy tree. These 
leaves were boiled in equal quantities of fresh rain water, and 
the water tested for salt. The leaves from the affected tree 
showed more than double the quantity of salt contained by 
those of the healthy tree. 

Unfortunately rain fell during the boring on this area, 
and made it impossible to follow exactly the variations of 
the water in the bores. Boring was done in much the same 
manner at Berri Irrigation District, in South Australia. This 
is similar country, and showed much the same results as re-
gards depressions in the clay strata underneath the limestone 
holding up water, and allowing it to bring salts to the surface. 

To obtain anything like reliable information on such a 
subject as this, it would be necessary to carry on investi-
gations over a long period. The writer does not profess to 
have completely solved the problem, but to have merely 
pointed a way along which further investigations might pro-
fitably be carried. 

It would appear, however, that with land of this nature 
it is necessary to drain to the bottom of the limestone strata, 
and as no engineer would set about designing a reticulation 
system without a fairly accurate surface contour plan, so it 
seems only logical that ` no engineer should attempt to de-
sign a subsoil drainage system without a fairly accurate 
knowledge of the contours of the bed of the strata to be 
drained. 
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As regards the cost of boring on a 4o ft. grid and obtain-
ing the data for plotting contours of the subsoil, this would 
work out at about t2 per acre, but as the cost of draining 
with pipes 3o ft. to 40 ft. apart is about ß`30 per acre, the 
cost of boring is only a small item. 

Whether or not the drainage of such land is economically 
possible would depend on a number of circumstances, and 
the writer has not undertaken the investigation of that side 
of the problem. 

There is another factor to be considered in connection 
with drainage, that whereas efficient drainage will remove 
harmful salines from the soil, it will also remove a certain 
amount of the useful ingredients, and thereby impoverish 
the soil. 

These investigations, however, dispose of the theory held 
by many irrigationists that irrigation had caused the sub-
surface water plane to rise, and prove conclusively that the 
trouble is solely in the too porous subsoil, and is due, first, 
to the high proportion of salts originally in the strata, and_ 

secondly, to the water from excessive irrigation (unavoidable 
with this class of land) and seepage from large earth chan-
nels bringing these salts to the surface as evaporation takes. 

place. 

These investigations seem to prove that drainage of this 
class of land to be effective must be deep enough to drain the 
bed of the limestone strata. They also point out the neces-
sity of selecting land for irrigation with due regard to the-
suitability of the subsoil. 

It might be mentioned here that this class of land could 
be economically irrigated in small areas by some system such 
as the Noonan spray, by which the amount of water can be 
regulated to prevent an excess of water reaching the sub-
soil; but this system would no doubt prove too expensive for 
large areas unless the returns from the land were high. 

The PRESIDENT said that the thanks of the meeting were 
due to the author, Mr. Martin, for his very interesting paper, 
and to Mr. Bennie for presenting it. As the seasons became 
dry and the river levels fell there was always a larger per-
centage of saline in the water, due to the water draining back 
from the surrounding land into the bed of the river. In some 
places the water had become so salt that the stock could not 
drink it. A bore had been put down at Lakes' Entrance 
through almost pure sea shells; and fresh water had been 
struck at a depth of 310 feet. He would suggest that a 
letter be written to Mr. Martin, thanking him for his paper 
and for the valuable information it contained; and also that 
a vote of thanks be accorded Mr. Bennie for reading it. 
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Mr. J. r N. ANDERSON;  in supporting the motion, said he 
thought the paper should remain for 'discussion until next 
meeting. He acknowledged the value of Mr. Martin's inves-
tigations and the trouble he had taken to place them before 
the Institute. The statement as to the detriment of salt 
rising to the surface in Mesopotamia and India being in-
jurious to those countries was considerd erroneous, although 
a tremendous amount of capital was made out of that as-
sumption. Investigations had shown that the total area of 
irrigated land under fruit trees and lucerne, which had been 
affected by the salt, was about i6o acres out of 12,000 to 
13,000 acres. An immense amount of noise was made about . 

the terrible salt trouble. That was the first occasion upon 
which Mr. Elwood Meade came into touch with Victorian 
irrigation. Mr. Meade was at that time Professor of Agri- 
culture at one of the colleges in California. 	Mr. Elwood 
Meade had stated that if they persevered with those lime-
stone lands they would find in after years that they were a 
blessing in disguise. As to the question of waterlogging, 
which was the chief trouble, Mildura was up against over irri-
gation, and over irrigation was not due to putting too much 
water on the land, but to the soil being more impervious. 
The promoters of Mildura obtained a concession to obtain 
ten inches of water per annum, representing an irrigation 
of three to four waterings every year. Each watering was 
estimated to be about 3 inches. The actual fact was that 
no watering was less than 71 inches, or 250 per cent. in 
excess of the estimated requirement. The cost of pumping 
was nearly {i per acre. Messrs. Chaffey Bros. commenced 
lining the channels with limestone, and spent several thou-
sands of pounds. Investigation into the cause of the water-
logging revealed that approximately five times the amount 
of water that should have been sufficient was necessary to 
water the land on account of the pervious channel walls. 
upon seeking the reason why theti6o acres of trees had been 
killed, they found that the impervious clay belt was almost 
parallel with the surface. If the roots did not get into sta-
tionary water the tree would not be killed. They did not 
have to sink more than about 6 ft. to get water, and where 
the water was doing damage at all it was close to the sur-
face. Lucerne would be killed if it stri;ck water within 8 or 
io ft., but if the water was reached at about 20 ft. from the 
surface success was assured. The whole subject was very 
complicated. The trouble in Mesopotamia was that because 
the dams were shallow they rapidly silted up. It was only 
by continual work that they could keep the dams for irrigation 
purposes'. A large dam was made, and the then flood waters 
caused the river to change its course. The same thing was 
happening on the Murray at one place where already one-
third of its utility had been lost. It was the want of a strong- 
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(Government to compel people to keep making new dams that 
had caused civilisation after civilisation to go down. 	The 
chief trouble in Spain had been the denudation of the forests. 
That, in turn, caused the denudation of the soil. Every year 
an immense amount of the richest land in Victoria was taken 
down to the sea. During the first six years of Mildura the 
trouble with the limestone formation caused the loss of about 
16o acres of land, but experiments showed there was no diffi-
culty in sub-draining. The chief difficulty was the lining of 
the channels. When that was done the troubles disappeared. 

Mr. J. SARVAAS said Mr. Martin had invited them to dis-
cuss a problem that was exercising the minds of irrigation 
engineers everywhere. They received the greatest amount 
of information from America, and they must look there for 
guidance as to the system upon which it was best to proceed. 
1 hey were meeting the same problems here. They found 
the salts were accumulating under the ground. Mildura re-
quired four waterings per annum of about six inches each. 
With an area of 5000 acres six inches would represent 2500 
acre feet. 	That would take five weeks, and had to be 
pumped four times a year. Evaporation and seepage would 
account for no less than twenty per cent. of the water at 
Mildura. If the ground was not drained of excess water, the 
salts must accumulate, and if they accumulated they must 
injure the roots of plant life. He thought it was on those 
lines that Mr. Martin was working. He doubted if the con-
ditions at Mildura were the same as in South Africa. 

Mr. R. J. .dENNIE said Mr. Anderson had expressed the 
view that there were other phases of irrigation more import-
ant than the topic of the paper; but he would point out that 
the author had brought forward a particular phase of an irri-
gation settlement with which he had been associated, and 
had placed before the Instute the results of his investiga-
tions. It was not a question as to whether as a general 
proposition the matter was of importance. It was of im-
portance in the particular case with which it dealt, and might 
be of importance in other isolated cases. The paper was of 
value in so far as it went, and dealt effectively with a par-
ticular phase. The main theme was that they must some-
times expect to meet with strata having saucer-like depres-
sions, and it was then necessary to carry out approximate 
contour surveys to determine these hidden depressions before 
entering upon expenditure in connection with irrigation. Mr. 
Bennie suggested that the author should by letter be invited 
to reply to discussion. 

Mr. W. R. POLLOCK thought the author stressed more 
particularly the necessity of getting rid of the free water. 
The paper stressed the necessity of draining down to the bot- 
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tom of the undulations, and pointed out that trouble was ex-
perienced when the draining was only carried out to the sur-
face of the rises. The trouble lay in the bottom of the sau-
-cers. 

The PRESIDENT said a dam was being built on the Mur-
say in which they hoped to impound 3,000,0O0 acre feet of 
water. It had been said it would hold more water than the 
Sydney Harbour. Some people had the idea, that it would 
be a fine beauty spot, but when it was remembered that 
during a drought year nearly all the water would be used, it 
would readily be understood that under such conditions it 
would not be a thing of beauty by any means. The ideal 
system of irrigation might be found in taking the water from 
pressure mains and distributing the water on the land in 
much the same manner as it descended from the clouds. He 
thought the suggestion that the discussion of the paper should 
be continued at next meeting a good one, and he hoped mem-
bers would come armed with facts and figures upon this most 
important subject. 
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